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discounts.
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The House seeks to
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their flood insurance.
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to file those claims with
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Insurers say the cost i s less, but still s nificant
"We're not talking 20 percent," said
who said the company's 2004 storm

e F m lobbyist Mark Delegal,
will increase 10 percent if it

must pay policy limits to
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"But I percent here and the 2 percent ere, it adds up." Dekgal said.
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The exemption means neither flood n r wjnd insurance would be
required to pay rebuilding costs. That reates a coverage gap that widens
when reconstruction bills exceed the alue of a home.
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hundreds of 2004 hurricane
Whatever is agreed to, it won't affect
victims already contesting their unpai claims in court.
I
Senate leaders say they are tempted allow courts to resolve the
problem.
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"I see the inequity that exists ...pe e can't rebuild their sttuctum. On
the other side 1don't think it's fair to k an insurance company to pay
for something they were unable to m envrite," said Senate President
Tom Lee. "I'mnot sure how to fix it."

Sen.Charlie Clary,R-Destin, agreed.
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"Its being appealed in courts. My ge ral thought is not to try to do any
legislation to counteract, and just lea it alone at this point,' said Clary,
whose own Panhandle wnstitwnts ar having "a difficult time settling
with insurance companies."
The litigation is about to expand.
faces one class action lawsuit.on
flood claims.

-run Citizens Property Insurance
$68 million in contested wind-

A Pensamla lawyer Wednesday said he would seek class action status
for lawsuits in Escambia and Santa ~ h s counties
a
wainst three of
Florida's largest private insurers, Stat Farm, ~llstateand USF&G,

State Famn, leading the charge for a
claims, including Santa Rose
Eubanks, lead plaintiffs in
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fuc, has 264 contested

The company refuses to pay the
insured for. The Gulf Breeze
did not live in a flood zone.

their destroyed home was
no flood insurance ? they
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Pensacola lawyer Samuel B e m a n A d those affected by his lawsuits go
far beyond the stonn victims already in court.
companies are not treating

"A lot of people just don't know the
them right," he said.

up their quest for a legislative fix

Insurers meanwhile are willing to
because of what comes with it.

Hammered out privately by House an Senate insurance chairmen, the
brokered bill includes a 30-day dead1k e to pay claims, LO percent
interest on delayed payments, and an nd to the industry practice of
witholding payment until repairs
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Insurance lobbyists contend it will ca rates to rise and drive insurers
out of Florida. Regulators are skeptic 1.
"Usually if you see anything the i n d u b doesn't particularly care for in
a bill, their reaction is one of two thirgs: They're leaving the market or
it's going to increase rates," said insufance commissioner Kevin
McCarty .
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